NapkinFaster
Model NF-1

FEATURES:
• Increases production of ironed
napkins and other small items
• Operators need only feed the
leading edge of items,
the Napkin Faster does the rest
• Ensures consistent quality in
all your small ironed goods
• Eliminates creases
• Fully adjustable including height,
belt speed and vacuum

Five-lane NapkinFaster easily fits on the feed
end of most ironers.

Feeding napkins and other small items into
flatwork ironers can be one of the slowest and
most inconsistent operations in any plant.
That’s why CLM has developed the NapkinFaster vacuum spreader/ feeder for napkins
and other small items.
The NapkinFaster installs in minutes and
easily fits on the feed end of most ironers.
Once installed, the NapkinFaster will increase
production of small items up to 25%, by minimizing loss of ironer capacity between items as
occurs with normal hand feeding.
Operation of the NapkinFaster is easy, requiring no additional training or supervision.
Operators simply place the leading edge of
small items on the feed ribbons in the normal manner. The NapkinFaster takes over
by spreading and straightening the linen as
it enters the ironer, leaving operators free to
quickly release the item and reach for the next
one, even while the one already fed is still entering the ironer.
The NapkinFaster achieves its amazing results through the use of five individual, powerful vacuum chambers along with specially
contoured stainless steel feed plates. Together,
these features work to maximize ironer productivity while virtually eliminating creases.
The NapkinFaster is fully adjustable, allowing you to easily and quickly change the unit’s
height and suction power. Belt speed automatically changes to accommodate the speed of
your ironer. With a NapkinFaster in place, you
will increase production and item quality.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Overall width
125 ¾"
Overall depth
38"
Overall height
41" to 52" (adjustable)
Feed table width
119"
Feed table depth
32"
Weight
900 pounds (net)
1050 pounds (shipping)
motors
3 HP TEFC vacuum motor
½ HP TEFC drive motor
Electrical requirement
208/230/460 Volts, 3 Ph., 60 cycle
Controls
A dust-proof control box is mounted
on the end of the NapkinFaster.
Emergency stop button provided at
east station. A start/stop button, speed
control switch for suction motor,
motor overload protection and
inverters for each Motor are provided.
Belt speed adjusts automatically.
Specifications subject to change without notice
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